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Introduction

The United States (US) Department of Defense (DoD) and its supporting industry, research, and academia partners have proposed using Digital Engineering (DE) methods and tools to update traditional systems engineering (SE) and test and evaluation (T&E) practices to improve acquisition outcomes and accelerate traditional processes. The proposed transition to DE does this by taking advantage of computer science, modeling, analytics, and data sciences [1]. This DE transformation provides the opportunity for the DoD to reimagine the ways it utilizes data to plan, design, develop, test, deploy, and sustain new systems and capabilities in support of missions. Envisioned benefits span the entire acquisition lifecycle, and include: enhanced data sharing and management across stakeholders; improved employment of robust modeling, simulation and data analytic tools and methods; seamless integration of mission engineering (ME), SE, and T&E activities; and optimized use of data to inform decision making. While the trend continues toward adoption of DE, current programs are faced with practical challenges as to how to realize the vision with the current infrastructure, processes, and workforce.

In this paper we present a phased approach to help T&E overcome some of the early adoption and implementation challenges of DE transformation, positioning the community to leverage the benefits of this new paradigm. Our approach advocates for expanded use of DE and model-based systems engineering (MBSE) methods and tools, creating a specialized area of practice referred to as “MBSE for T&E”. We present an “MBSE for T&E” Roadmap with three phases, and outline a path forward for further research and measurement of progress toward achieving DE objectives within T&E.

Building Blocks for the DE Transformation

DoD and its supporting industry, research, and academic partners are in a transformative period of realizing a DE transformation to overcome current limitations associated with acquiring new or
enhanced system capabilities. One of the greatest limitations in current acquisition is the time required for system design and development. Current systems may spend a decade or longer in development before transitioning to operational use, with acquisition activities tending to occur in a sequential manner with data stovepipes. This traditional acquisition model puts the DoD at risk of being unable to maintain mission and operational superiority unless changes are made to better accommodate the increasingly rapid advances in emerging technologies and complex system capabilities.

The DE transformation is expected to reduce the time required to plan, design, develop, test, and deploy complex systems, while simultaneously increasing overall system performance and effectiveness by providing a digital feedback loop on how design changes translate into operational capability. Key enablers of this transformation are enhancing data sharing; improving the use of modeling, simulation, and data analytics; integrating across ME, SE, and T&E activities; and optimizing the use of data for decision making.

The building blocks for realizing these achievements were laid over a decade ago by the T&E community, with progress accelerating over the last five years. Below is a timeline of key initiatives and accomplishments from 2010 – today:

**2007 – 2008: Mandate for Integrated Testing and Definition of Integrated T&E**

The concept of Integrated T&E was first mandated by USD (AT&L) and DOT&E in 2007 in the 5000.02 and quickly followed up in 2008 with a joint memo defining integrated testing as:

*Integrated testing is the collaborative planning and collaborative execution of test phases and events to provide shared data in support of independent analysis, evaluation and reporting by all stakeholders particularly the developmental (both contractor and government) and operational test and evaluation communities.*

Notably, the definition focused on collaborative planning, but independent evaluations. The result has been a lack of emphasis on integrating information from data from across the acquisition life cycle due to concerns about real or perceived lack of independence in reporting.

**2010: The Integrated T&E Continuum, the Key to Acquisition Success**

In 2010 [4], in an ITEA editorial, DDT&E advocated for use of an integrated flow of information from DT&E to OT&E to overcome limitations in traditional acquisition process. The paper expanded the concept of integrated testing to include the continuum of T&E. This Approach spans the acquisition lifecycle with integration of developmental test and evaluation (DT&E) and operational test and evaluation (OT&E) facilitate ongoing learning and sharing of knowledge on system requirements, development, and performance spanning from pre-milestone A through post-milestone C [4]. The concept of test and evaluation across the acquisition lifecycle has been widely understood and accepted over the years, progress has been slow, largely due to implementation cost and the absence of an interoperable DE environment, interoperability of tooling, and unified data strategy to support complete end-to-end knowledge and data sharing throughout the T&E phases and acquisition lifecycle.

**2018: Launch of Digital Engineering**

In 2018, DoD leadership accelerated the push for better integration and data sharing through its release of the DoD Digital Engineering Strategy [1]. This strategy defines DE as “an integrated digital approach
that uses authoritative sources of system data and models as an acquisition lifecycle across disciplines to support lifecycle activities from concept through disposal [1]." It also outlines the need to modernize how DoD “designs, develops, delivers, operates, and sustains systems [1].”

**2022: Vision for T&E Transformation**

In June 2022, the DoD Director, Operational Test and Evaluation (DOT&E) built on the DoD Digital Engineering Strategy and its proposed DE transformation in its DOT&E Strategy Update 2022 [2], outlining a vision for transforming T&E infrastructure, processes, concepts, tools, and workforce to keep pace with the ongoing rapid evolutions in technologies, threats, and operating environments. Key aspects of this T&E transformation that are consistent with the DE transformation include:

- Harmonizing technical and programmatic data to create effective and efficient decisions and communication;
- Conducting operationally relevant assessments earlier in the development lifecycle (shift left);
- Innovating T&E data management tools and methods to measure and evaluate data-oriented operational performance;
- Developing and implementing credible digital tools and automation to propel better T&E, shorten T&E timelines, and illuminate performance shortfalls earlier;
- Leveraging contractor and development data in support of operation assessment;
- Integrating physics-based modeling and simulation, analytical models (e.g., discrete event simulations), and test data from multiple test phases to enhance understanding of technical risk and uncertainty projections.

**2023: Enabling T&E as a Continuum**

In March 2023, the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) Developmental Test, Evaluation, and Assessments (DTE&A) in partnership with Naval Air Systems Command’s Capabilities Based T&E Office published “T&E as a Continuum” [5] with recommendations toward implementing a more risk-based, capability-driven, integrated T&E approach for complex system acquisition. The paper builds on the DoD Digital Engineering Strategy, and provides a “T&E as a Continuum” framework centered on three key attributes and three key enablers. Table 1 below lists the key attributes and key enablers.

**Table 1. “T&E as a Continuum” Key Attributes and Enablers.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY ATTRIBUTES</th>
<th>KEY ENABLERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capability and Outcome Focused Testing</td>
<td>Robust Live, Virtual, Constructive Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agile, Scalable Evaluation Framework</td>
<td>Model-Based Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced Test Design</td>
<td>“Digital” Workforce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Amongst the three key enablers, the model-based environment was identified as the most critical based on its role in providing the digital backbone for modeling, simulation, data analytics, data sharing, and ME-SE-T&E integration throughout the T&E acquisition lifecycle.

### Moving from Vision to Implementation

Since the release of the DoD Digital Engineering Strategy (2018 [1]), DoD T&E leadership has embraced the pursuit in DoDI 5000.89 (2020 [12]) and is seeking how to gain the best value for achieving T&E transformation in concert with the larger DE transformation. The pathway toward implementation is not well defined. The DOT&E Strategy Update (2022 [2]) publication offers a framework, but further deliberation and planning by the T&E community is needed to deliver actionable recommendations for implementation over a prescribed timeline.

To this end, DOT&E, in partnership with the Acquisition Innovation Research Center (AIRC), is developing implementation recommendations relating to the following T&E transformation elements of the DOT&E Strategy Update (2022 [2]):

- Conducting operationally relevant assessments earlier in the development lifecycle (shift left).
- Developing and implementing credible digital tools and automation to propel better T&E, shorten T&E timelines, and illuminate performance shortfalls earlier.
- Integrating physics-based modeling and simulation, analytical models (e.g., discrete event simulations), and test data from multiple test phases to enhance understanding of technical risk and uncertainty projections.

These three elements are identified as priority based on their interdependencies and contributions for integrating ME, SE, and T&E. Collectively they represent the maturing of model-based systems engineering (MBSE) tools, methods, and data throughout the T&E acquisition lifecycle. Though this document is focused on MBSE, we recognize the value of non-MBSE digital engineering solutions such as relational databases. For example, both DOT&E and the Department of the Navy, are developing digital solutions for TEMPs and T&E planning, execution, and analysis that use relational databases.

### Current State of MBSE for T&E

AIRC has conducted literature research and engaged in numerous interviews with practitioners to characterize the current state of “MBSE for T&E”, which represents the integration of MBSE methods and tools with T&E activities, in alignment with the overall DE transformation.

### Defining “MBSE for T&E”

The Undersecretary of Defense, Research and Engineering defines MBSE as “[a]n integrated digital approach that uses authoritative sources of system data and models as an acquisition life cycle across disciplines to support life cycle activities from concept through disposal [1].” Logically following MBSE for T&E is simply the use of this integrated digital approach to support test planning, test execution, and the analysis of test results, to include integrating information from model-based data sources as appropriate. The DoD is pursuing a DE transformation that includes digital design and tooling interoperability across all aspects of the development process. MBSE is the SE portion of this transformation. As SE explores both the system level development as well as the system level Verification and Validation (V&V), the DoD
is also seeking to integrate the T&E digital processes and tools in the overarching DE transformation. Logically following the definition of MBSE, MBSE for T&E is the use of the integrated digital approach to support test planning, test execution, and the analysis of test results, to include integrating information from model-based data sources into analysis and evaluation as appropriate.

Fundamentally, MBSE enables systems engineers and mission engineers to perform the same functions including mission and system requirement definitions, requirements allocation to subsystems, identification of verification approaches to requirements, and tracing verification efforts through the various tiers of a system design as they are realized. However, MBSE enables the systems and mission engineering workforce to perform these tasks in a digital environment, which aids in dealing with the complexity of today’s systems. Use of digital environments support identification of interoperability requirements between system components, analysis of designs for conflicting requirements or technical gaps, and maintaining configuration management of the various components as a system design matures. MBSE applies digital design toolsets to define system and subsystem relationships and behaviors. The toolsets support maintaining linkage from mission objectives down into physical and software design environments. This linkage is maintained through the underlying data. MBSE enables the test community to plan for integration and test activities very early in the lifecycle. Early involvement of the T&E community is enabled by the use of toolsets automatically capturing the impact of changes in system design, supply chain, and integration steps on test planning and resources, while enabling the adoption of quantitative planning methods that directly connect to the integration and test planning models [13][14].

Large acquisition programs like the Ground Based Strategic Deterrent, the T-7 Jet Trainer, and the upcoming Future Long Range Assault Aircraft are all leveraging MBSE methods.

Current Practices in “MBSE for T&E”

From October-2022 through March 2023, AIRC conducted research to identify where “MBSE for T&E” is currently being practiced in government, industry, and academia; what approaches are being taken (to include tools and methods); what benefits are being realized; and what challenges and/or limitations are being encountered. This research included literature review and stakeholder interviews, and captured the perspectives of government, industry, and academic MBSE practitioners.

Literature review: Twenty-three publications were selected from the literature search, including government policy, academic research, and government digital engineering proposals for implementing T&E on DoD development programs. These publications were reviewed to better understand T&E policy, understand where the government envisioned the community to progress, and understand what MBSE for T&E-related practices have been explored either in academic research or industry.

Stakeholder interviews: Twelve expert MBSE practitioners were interviewed with the same intent. The research team sought to uncover where practitioners had applied digital T&E practices in concert with MBSE focus development programs. The interviews also explored current tooling and revealed some challenges that the practitioners experienced in their use of digital T&E methods.

Our overall observation is that government and industry are widely adopting and implementing MBSE tools and methods to support early system design and development. On the contrary, the integration of MBSE with T&E has been almost anecdotal and limited to a few individuals within large organizations.
In an effort to bring the ME, SE and T&E communities closer together in their adoption and implementation, we have identified three enablers for “MBSE for T&E”

1. Culture / Workforce
2. Methods / Process
3. Interoperability

Figure 1 below describes the current challenges associated with each of these enablers, along with recommendations to further the advancement of “MBSE for T&E” practice.

**Figure 1: Model Based T&E Challenges and Recommendations**

**Proposed “MBSE for T&E” Roadmap**

Building on our findings in the previous section, we have developed a “MBSE for T&E” Roadmap that outlines a logical progression for moving from a paper-centric, stove-piped acquisition to the envisioned data-centric T&E acquisition lifecycle within the DE transformation. This roadmap is comprised of three phases:

**Phase 1, Model-Based T&E Planning and Control.** This phase involves replacing traditional paper-based T&E artifacts with digital artifacts that include descriptive and executitional models. This phase does not simply consist of digitizing paper-based artifacts. Instead, it includes (1) establishing dedicated formal dialects, statistical models, and modeling languages, that are consistent but not yet integrated with mission and system development formal dialects, statistical models, and modeling languages, (2) deploying shared digital repositories, and (3) updating configuration control, work processes, and workforce culture to adopt modeling strategies towards T&E planning and control.
• **Benefits:** Streamlined workflows, improved access and sharing of information, increased T&E information consistency, more efficient and effective change management, and enhanced knowledge management.

• **Impact:** Enables better traceability, visibility, and decision-making across mission outcomes, operational capabilities, system requirements, and test plans.

**Phase 2, Dynamic T&E Planning and Execution.** The modeling framework established in Phase 1 is augmented in this phase with quantitative methods that enable dynamically updating a test plan as results become available during its execution. Here, multiple test phases are not only linked descriptively or quantitatively in terms of resource consumption and schedule and cost planning, but the confidence they generate in the accomplishment of mission objectives is linked in real-time using Bayesian and other statistical modeling and analysis methodologies (e.g., [6-9]). Evaluation of test results evolves from checking passing criteria to reassess confidence and reevaluate the need of future T&E activities.

• **Benefits:** Higher efficiency of test planning and management due to improved use of current observations and past experience (only activities that are truly necessary are executed), increased accuracy of test planning due to earlier identification of potential technical risks and gaps.

• **Impact:** Optimizes the use of available T&E data and information to support decision making under various conditions (i.e., under certainty, at risk, or under uncertainty) at major acquisition review points or milestones.

**Phase 3, Coupled Mission, System, and T&E Decision Making.** The modeling framework established in Phase 2 is integrated with mission and systems engineering modeling frameworks, both of descriptive models and of executional models. It includes (1) integrating formal dialects, statistical models, and modeling languages across domains, (2) integrating shared digital repositories, (3) develop mathematical underpinnings and quantitative methods to integrate data across domains and efficiently explore the integrated ME/SE/T&E trade-space, and (4) updating ME, SE, and T&E work processes and workforce cultures.

• **Benefits:** Ability to perform total system trade-off’s (T&E drives ME and SE and vice versa).

• **Impact:** Broken silos throughout ME, SE, and T&E acquisition lifecycle; delivers insights on 2nd order relationships across missions, systems, and their T&E.

The “MBSE for T&E” Roadmap should not be viewed as a one-size-fits-all implementation approach. Nor should it be viewed as purely sequential in its execution, where one phase must be completed in its entirety before moving to the next. Instead, this roadmap provides a guide for ongoing coordination on what additional research and development is needed to support each phase, and how practitioners should anticipate changes to T&E practices moving forward. In this manner, the roadmap facilitates common understanding and agreement on how to progress from today’s current state of practice toward the future desired end state of “MBSE for T&E”. The pathway for progressing through the three phases will need to be tailored for each DoD acquisition program, taking into account factors that include: complexity of the system and its operating environment(s), program schedule, program resources, maturity and availability of a digital backbone, and workforce competency.
Figure 2 provides a notional example of progression through the “MBSE for T&E” Roadmap, identifying the methods that may be introduced during each phase.

![Figure 2: Model Based T&E Roadmap](image)

**Conclusions & Future Work**

Based on our research to date on “MBSE for T&E” current state of practice, we recommend that Phase 1 of the “MBSE for T&E” Roadmap become the new baseline for all acquisition programs with respect to the adoption and implementation of MBSE and DE tools and methods. This baseline represents minimal requirements on the use of digitized data and information, in combination with basic digital tools and models, under the DE transformation. It offers a low barrier of entry for programs to begin their progression through the “MBSE for T&E” phases, and helps further the integration of ME, SE, and T&E disciplines across the acquisition lifecycle.

Additional research is needed to further the “MBSE for T&E” Roadmap and characterize each phase. Our steps toward developing further recommendations include:

1. Continuing to assess the current state of practice for “MBSE for T&E,” via test and evaluation master plan (TEMP) or other artifacts.
2. Advancing the above roadmap to describe the different levels of application within each phase.
3. Contextualize the accomplishment of “MBSE for T&E” across the entire acquisition lifecycle, to greater alignment with early ME activities.
4. Explore an exemplar case study to share with the community of practice to aid in adoption of these methods.
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